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LABOURupdate
the way forward

THE AMENDMENTS TO THE 
RULES OF THE CONDUCT OF 
THE PROCEEDINGS BEFORE 

THE CCMA
On 1 April 2015, the new Rules and Arbitration guidelines on 

misconduct in the CCMA came into effect.

Whilst there have been a number of amendments to the Rules, 

discussed below are only the most pertinent. 
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The CCMA amended rules 

provides that documents 

can now be served on the 

other parties by way of 

email. Further, the CCMA 

rules now include a brand 

new Rule 5 which allows 

the Commission to provide 

notice of a Conciliation or 

Arbitration hearing by way 

of short messenger service 

“sms”.

The CCMA rules have been 

amended so that if a party 

does not attend Conciliation, 

the Commission may no 

longer dismiss the matter 

outright. The Commissioner 

now, when a party fails to 
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attend the Conciliation, 

may continue with the 

proceedings, adjourn the 

Conciliation, or conclude 

the proceedings by issuing 

a certificate that the dispute 

remains unresolved.

The Rules have been 

amended with regard 

to representation. The 

issue of allowing legal 

representation at an 

Arbitration or a Conciliation 

has not changed, save for 

what legal practitioners can 

charge. However, only legal 

practitioners can charge a 

fee or receive any financial 

benefit for agreeing to 

represent a party at the 

CCMA.

Furthermore, a Commissioner 

now has  very wide powers to 

exclude a representative of 

an employer’s organization. 

The Commissioner may refuse 

such representations on the 

basis that one party may be 

unfairly disadvantaged by 

such representation. 

Rule 39 of the CCMA Rules, 

has been amended to the 

extent that  a Commissioner 

can only award costs 

against one party, for the 

use of a legal representation, 

to the maximum amount of 

R6000.00 for the first day of 

the hearing and, R4000.00 

for any additional day 

thereafter.

Lastly, and in terms of Rule 

40, an Arbitration Award 

issued by the Commission will 

be sufficient to immediately 

approach the Sheriff of 

a Court in the Magisterial 

district, as long as the Award 

has been certified.

The successful party now only 

has to make an application 

to the CCMA to certify the 

award. This new provision 

circumvents successful 

parties having to approach 

the Labour Court to get 

their Award made an Order 

of Court and thereafter 

executing on it.  It is noted 

that such a procedure can 

only happen on Awards 

for Compensation and not 

for Compensation and 

Reinstatement. 
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